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Free Amanita Newsletter 1/10/2018:
Crypto currencies
Prophecies #5: Eunuch bull market!
Palm leaf readings
I am the way and the truth and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through me. (John 14:6)

1. Free market commentary: Amanita best performance 2017!
The Amanita performance 2017 was the by far best in the 17-year history of Amanita Market
Forecasting – many thanks to the boss! The main reason was the FX performance, to be precise
the crypto performance. Since 2013 the Amanita currency exposure in the premium area has been
expanded dramatically because of the long-term call that soon the currency sector will dominate
(because of the ongoing preparation for the collapse of the financial system). Moreover, the
cryptos were discussed the first time in 2013. Finally, in 2017 we could bring in the harvest for this
excellent strategic exposure:
1. IOTA took the bun: it was suggested on 10/16/17 as a small portfolio admixture & then it
exploded by +1500% in the following 2 months.
2. In December 2017 Ripple was mentioned as a small buy: in the past few weeks Ripple has
gone through the roof by +1500%...
3. In addition, we had a number of ‘paltry’ profits of less than 1500% (what a shame!), as in
Ethereum, Monero, Dash, Cardano, Lisk & others - please apologize these ‘failures’…
On December 17th, 17 - the very *day* of the Bitcoin all-time high! - I wrote for the first time that
now is time for the Bitcoin distribution to begin, because of the approaching top around the turn of
2017/18. The call came within hours of the all-time high: a higher precision is nearly impossible.
The day with the double 17 was decisive, because it was a consensus pivot & the 71/17 is the
number of the enemyship with God. It is no surprise that that the German Führer was born on 7/17
with both 71 & 17. Moreover, the sum of digits of 12/17/17 is the 46: number of the construction of
the 3rd Temple in Jerusalem (the Last Trump born on 14.6.46 has the 46 twice). It is no surprise at
all that Bitcoin topped near EUR 16,666 with the number of the Beast.
What is next? The free lunch phase (“buy whatever you want & it will go up”) definitely ends in
2018, as it needs deeper market insights - but this is reserved for premium subscribers… Note that
the key to understand the keyed (= encrypted) currencies is the key of David mentioned some
3000 years ago in the Holy Bible, which was handed out on May 15 th, 15. Making financial
forecasts in the end times without the book of all books is an ignorance that can’t be topped!
Amanita Market Forecasting offers a view on the financial markets that you can’t find anywhere
else in this corner of the galaxy…
The Amanita system makes only sense as a whole, in particular with the defined money
management parameters. At most, 20-30% of a portfolio shall be in cryptos. You should by no
means arbitrarily pick isolated parts from the Amanita system, because all tactical+strategic
Amanita positions are reconciled.
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2. Prophecies #5: Eunuch Bull Market!
The 5th part of the series on prophecies is dedicated to sexual issues: a hot topic that amazingly is
never ever discussed in the context of prophecies. One reason is certainly that up into the 20 th
century sexual topics were taboo & partly still are today. Nevertheless, this issue is red-hot, as
always the rule applies: “The more important something is, the less the crowd is interested.” One
could even state that electrosmog & the coming eunuch bull market are by far (!) the biggest gaps
in the prophecy literature. For the coming years I predict the biggest (mainly male) infertility wave
in history… Needless to say, this will entail incredible economic, social, political, psychological &
spiritual consequences & create so much suffering on all levels. I will discuss this call in great
detail because to my knowledge no other forecasting service on this planet has covered this topic
before…

3. Future predictions through Nadi palm leaves: palmleaves.eu
8 years ago in early 2010 I travelled to India, to have my Nadi palm leaves read in the libraries of
Kanchipuram & Bangalore. 5000+ years ago a number of Rishis (Hindu seers) could see into the
future with uncanny precision, including the fate of persons living thousands of years into the
future. At first their prophecies were passed on orally, later they were written on palm leaves that
have to be re-written every 50-100 years because the palm leaf falls apart.
During my readings I was shocked that Rishis thousands of years ago (!) could see exact details
(names, dates…) of my life - details that nobody else than I knew. The dozen of my fellow
passengers had the same mind-blowing experience. This journey has changed my life & has made
me a determinist when it comes to the future. While we do have free will, it is already written how
we will decide & hence our future. In other words: free will & fate are the same! It needs a level of
consciousness of at least LoC>700 for Vakku siddhi (perfect prophecy quality) to fully access the
Akashic records. In the past 5000 years there were entire *centuries* without a single person with
such a high vibration. My palm leaf said I will reach Vakku siddhi in the early 2030s, and this
market letter is part of the preparation & training.
There are about 200 Nadi palm leaf readers in India & Sri Lanka, with a few of them also offering
remote readings through Skype. In 2017 I had my 3rd palm leaf read (including translation) through
a Hungarian company (palmleaves.eu) & I am very satisfied. It really is a good alternative to a
costly & exhausting India travel at a price of EUR 280. Besides, India is ruled by chaos, including
the palm leaf libraries. For instance, a friend of mine had palm leaf arranged the appointment for
his reading long in advance. However, when he showed up, he didn’t get his reading because they
said they don’t have him scheduled… There are at least 2 other companies offering remote
readings, but I can’t say much about them. The standard procedure to find you palm leaf is first a
thumb print.
In 2017 I started a small palm leaves research project bottom-up, to find similarities in individual
courses of life, allowing conclusions regarding global events. Needless to say, the more palm leave
readings from different regions on the planet we have, the better the results.
Normally you find only your own life in your palm leaf & the life or your core family: parents,
siblings, partner & children. However, sometimes we even have global events in individual palm
leaves. According to Isolde Heller-Bayer in 1997 a palm leaf stated that soon a female member of
the British royalty. A few days after the reading, Diana, the most popular woman at this time, was
murdered by the illuminati… The Canadian palm leaf expert Dr. Qiu Moayad told me that
theoretically one could also read palm leaves for countries.
If you had your palm leaf read locally or through Skype I’d really appreciate your feedback. The key
question is whether your personal palm leaf has something special (deaths, diseases, extraordinary events…) in your life or the life of your beloved ones in the years 2020-25 & 2030-36
(usually one's death year is stated). Of course, all your information is treated as strictly confidential.
After the recent reduction of free Amanita newsletter readers from more than 8,000 to about 2,000
it should now be possible again to answer *all* your requests (except on the current premium
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content, of course). Administrative & technical questions are answered by my favored assistant
Peter Ressmann, content questions by me.
I thank you so much for your continued interest & bless you from the bottom of my heart!
Yours,
Manfred Zimmel
Amanita Market Forecasting http://www.amanita.at
1190 Vienna, Austria - European Union
Content free Amanita newsletter: The free Amanita newsletter is sent out every 2-6 months, it complements the Amanita
premium subscription, which is published 1-5 times per month (target: 30-40 premium updates per year).
Premium subscription order page: http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription
FAQ: http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng For further technical or administrative questions please contact my assistant
Peter Ressmann support@amanita.at.
Disclaimer: All information and forecasts provided here have been researched to the best of my knowledge but are by no
means a solicitation to buy or sell stocks or other securities. I do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness
of any information and I am not responsible for any errors or omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future
performance. All transactions in the financial markets are risky. Any liability for losses or damage is excluded.
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Prophecies #5: Eunuch Bull Market!
Your children are not your children. They are the sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself.
They come through you but not from you, and though they are with you yet they belong not to you.
You may give them your love but not your thoughts, for they have their own thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not their souls, for their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow,
which you cannot visit, not even in your dreams.
You may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you.
For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.
You are the bows from which your children as living arrows are sent forth.
The archer sees the mark upon the path of the infinite,
and He bends you with His might that His arrows may go swift and far.
Let your bending in the archer's hand be for gladness; for even as He loves the arrow that flies,
so He loves also the bow that is stable.
(Khalil Gibran)

The 5th part of the series on prophecies is dedicated to sexual issues: a hot topic that amazingly is
never ever discussed in the context of prophecies. One reason is certainly that up into the 20 th
century sexual topics were taboo & partly still are today. Nevertheless, this issue is red-hot, as
always the rule applies: “The more important something is, the less the crowd is interested.” One
could even state that electrosmog & the coming eunuch bull market are by far (!) the biggest gaps
in the prophecy literature. For the coming years I predict the biggest (mainly male) infertility wave
in history… Needless to say, this will entail incredible economic, social, political, psychological &
spiritual consequences & create so much suffering on all levels. I will discuss this call in great
detail because to my knowledge no other forecasting service on this planet has covered this topic
before…

Gender issues in prophecies & evaluation
So God created man in his own image,
male and female created he them. (1. Moses 1-27)
True prophetic visions first see the most obvious, for instance clothing - but hardly the deeper
political & economic structures. Many of the old prophecies consistently pointed out that men &
women would be dressed the same in the end times, which was unthinkable before the 20 th
century.
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Moreover, the widespread pestilence of homosexuality & other perversions was foreseen, as in
Sodom & Gomorra. This wasn’t really fulfilled until the past decade, when the leftists & greens
around the world could introduce homosexual marriage. It goes without saying why these political
parties encourage ‘alternative’ family forms: the more ‘alternative’ it is, the more child abuse you
find. The frequency of child molestation rockets in the ‘so trendy’ patchwork families by a terrible
700% (from 7% to 54%), I recommend the excellent lecture by the Australian pastor Steve
Cioccolanti (Link). Some parameters even go through the roof by an incredible 1000-2000% under
left-wing family forms, according to the researcher couple Martin Daly & Margo Wilson. This
process is reinforced on both sides via pheromones, which is confirmed in animal experiments
(Link).

Moreover, homosexuality works in two ways for the #1 NWO target population reduction: first
because of the lack of offspring, second because of a life expectancy lower by 24-25 years (!),
according to Norwegian studies, corroborating earlier studies (link). YouTube swiftly deleted the
excellent video by pastor Cioccolanti (Link), because it had revealed the truth. Epidemiologically
sodomy is 3 times (!) more health-damaging than heavy smoking, which shortens the life
expectancy by less than 10 years. Due to thousands of stinky anal penetrations, gays are 50 (!)
times more likely to get anal cancer than the rest of the population.
Usually the left argues that gays & lesbians are poor victims of an evil society, as always the exact
opposite is true from an empirical point of view. The more ‘liberal’ a society is (as in Scandinavia),
the more homosexual activity is found & the shorter the life expectancy of perverts. Neither is it
true that homosexuality is genetically determined: in reality it is a life-style decision. Spiritual
explanation: homosexuals almost always suffer from a soul possession from a dead person of the
opposite sex, or they have serious family entanglements with someone of the opposite sex.
According to the Oxford studies of the 1970s, microwaves (as from cell phones & Wi-Fi) create
homosexuality.
The number one among sexual cripples is Japan, where one third or even half of the below 30 year
olds never had a date in their life. This must be a totally sick country, so perversions such as
BDSM & polyamory, their target is to destroy the sexual. At present global sexual intelligence
experiences the biggest crash in the history of mankind: infertility is the final & densest expression
of this sexual crash. The nervous systems of the Japanese are in such a bad condition because of
electrosmog in the widest sense (including radioactivity, i.e. Hiroshima & Nagasaki as well as
Fukushima) that stronger & stronger stimuli are need for people to feel something at all, as their
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body armor becomes thicker & thicker. According to the Austrian researcher Wilhelm Reich
electrosmog transforms life (=sexual) energy into DOR (Dying Orgone Energy). More & more
people apparently have only one erogenous zone left: the thumb to navigate their self-castration
device.
And yet, these horrible trends are signs of the end times that *had* to be fulfilled. Luke 23/ 26-30
mentions the ongoing, historically unique infertility in the Christian world as a precursor for the
incredible earth changes that destroy whole mountains:
As the soldiers led Him away, they seized Simon of Cyrene on his way in from the country, and put
the cross on him to carry behind Jesus. A great number of people followed Him, including women
who kept mourning and wailing for Him. But Jesus turned to them and said, “Daughters of
Jerusalem, do not weep for Me, but weep for yourselves and for your children. Look, the days are
coming when people will say, ‘Blessed are the barren women, the wombs that never bore, and
breasts that never nursed.’ At that time, ‘They will say to the mountains, “Fall on us,” and to the
hills, “Cover us.”’
One can be sure a great many more sexual details were seen by the old prophets, but not
communicated for taboo reasons. Nevertheless, it is interesting that an extreme quantitative female
dominance was consistently present in the visions:
 3:1 through 4:1 Cristina Perincioli: Her work is quite unique in the sense that her initial
hypothesis in 1981 was that a man-made ecological collapse would be looming. However, her
future progressions with dozens of subjects proved this hypothesis 100% wrong. The main
issue was without exception that a cosmic catastrophe caused by a red celestial body can’t be
avoided.
 7:1 Isaiah 4/1, farmer Jasper
 9:1 birch tree legend
 40:1 through 50:1 Qiyamah: Muslim signs of Judgment Day (Link)
This wide ratio range (between 3:1 & 50:1) can be easily explained because of different visions
referring to different locations at different times. Still, the big trend for the 21 st century is defined.

Facts on the eunuch bull market
If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it. The lie
can be maintained only for such time as the State can shield the people from the political,
economic and or military consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally important for the State to
use all of its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy of the lie, and thus by
extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of the State. (source unknown, attributed to Joseph
Goebbels, propaganda minister of Nazi Germany).
Now in the end times the Antichrist & her fans dominate, that’s why we have more lies than ever
before in history. Almost all economic data are massacred by state terrorists. If at all, you may
hope to find a little truth in private data. Luckily, until 2015 the German site familienbande24.de
documented the extinction of males very well through their birth statistics. Until 2015 their data said
that in the early 2010s in Germany a whopping 32% more girls than boys (56:44) were born when
compared with the historic norm (48:52). In addition, their data documented the crash in the
average birth weight of boys. Unfortunately, sometime in 2015-7 familienbande24.de started to
counterfeit their data, too. Without comment, *all* numbers were ‘adjusted’ retrospectively (!) years
back, so suddenly their data returned to the historical gender ratio. Incredibly, even the data on
archive.org was deleted: a sign that the illuminati themselves intervened & likely my 2015 article
was the trigger… This brazen data counterfeiting reminds me of the US savings rate where I
witnessed live a few times how it was ‘corrected’ decades (!) back without mentioning that.
Nevertheless, the good thing is that familienbande24.de still provides the raw data with the first
names, e.g. for February 2017 (Link). So it is easy to debunk the statistical fraud. The
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autochthonous population in most of the eunuch bloc = socialistic block (Europe, USrael, Canada,
Japan & Australia) should meanwhile have a birth ratio of 40:60 (male: female), while the invaders
are probably not far from the historic ratio 52:48. My informal little counts in Austria where a large
number of small kids are playing (e.g. bathing places) fully confirm this extreme ratio.
The reason is that female fetuses are more robust against detrimental environmental influences,
e.g. during the great Chinese famines 1959-61 a lot more girls were born. In particular, male
animals suffer about twice as much from electrosmog (= maximum yin) than female animals,
according to lab experiments. This has been discussed, but the situation is far more dramatic than
that… There are a number of fertility parameters, the key is the sperm count per milliliter (ml). In
the eunuch bloc (Europe, USrael, Canada, Japan, Australia) the sperm bear market is accelerating
dramatically:
 Kinesiological tests say that at the beginning of the Modern Era in 1492 the average sperm
count was still at 200-300/ ml. The following 4 centuries the decline amounted to only 0.1-0.2
million per year.
 At the beginning of the measurements in the 1930’s we still had about 120 million/ ml in the
eunuch bloc (=socialistic block: Europe, USrael, Canada, Japan & Australia). Initially, the sperm
count was much higher in Europe compared to the US (Link). Also, within the US we have a
great many regional & ethnical differences. The reason for the low US sperm count appears to
be the much higher US pesticide usage, also because of the crop desiccation forbidden in many
countries. This explains why even in the metropolis New York the semen is in a much better
condition than in rural Missouri (Link). According to one study, black men had only half as much
‚milk‘ as whites & Hispanics (Link). In this case even big shafts don’t help (Link). By the way
penis size has a highly negative correlation with GDP (Link).
 In the half century 1940-90 the sperm bear market in the Eunuch bloc accelerated to about 1
million per year, according to a regression analysis of 61 studies (Link).
 By 1980 the average had dropped to 70-90 million (Link).
 Around 1990 the count had fallen to some 66 million (Link) according to a meta-analysis from
1992 (Link). The first named author (Elizabeth) of this ground-breaking research piece is
fascinating from the perspective of name analysis: Elizabeth was the mother of John the
Baptist. Actually she was barren but could still receive a child through divine intervention…
 In 1989-2005 the sperm crash accelerated to 1.5 million per year, according to French data, to
only 50 million tadpoles (Link).
 The share of semi-eunuchs with less than 40 million/ ml doubled from 17% in the 1930s to 34%
in 1990, but had risen to 40% by 2000 according to Danish data (Link).
 In 2006/7 Swiss men aged 36/37 only had a meager 20 million/ ml (Link), about the same as in
2012 German men aged 20-40 (Link). In 2010-12 Brazil had a somewhat higher sperm count of
27 million/ ml (Link). So the sperm crash has accelerated in the past decade to about 2 million
per year. China mimics the West a warp 15, in the decade before 2013 (+/-2) the sperm
intensity even collapsed by 3 million per year (Link). It goes without saying that the extreme
environmental pollution in the big cities is the main reason. As usual, the WHO (a criminal
organization established by the pharma mafia) reacted to this trend by counterfeiting the
standard values (Link). According to a 2013 US study only 10% of the sperm still was
considered normal (=good) using strict criteria, but 60% according to the fake WHO criteria
(Link).
 My recent dowsing has revealed that in 2018 we only have an average sperm count of 12-13
million/ ml in the eunuch bloc. This means that from now on more & more men fall under the
eunuch threshold value 9 million (Link).
 It appears by 2022 we will fall below 6.66 million (per ml or even per ejaculation). That’s why in
the coming 5-7 years birth rates in the eunuch bloc will hit rock bottom, an infertility epidemic
never seen before in history.
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This curve reflects the deeper & deeper miasma burden in the Dark Age (Kali Yuga), which ends in
August 2023, 5125 years after the death of Krishna 3102 B.C.:
1. Thousands of years ago at the time Jesus Christ the Psora was dominant, so diseases were
mostly superficial = on the skin (lepers).
2. Later the disease went deeper, first into sycosis (=inner organs).
3. Finally, around 1492 the age of syphilis began, the sexual miasma (DNA) of destruction 6
death. Lyme disease (borreliosis) is *the* biggest epidemic of the 21 st century, but it is syphilis
reloaded. Both are sexually transmitted. The pathogen was discovered by the Swiss
bacteriologist Willy Burgdorfer (6/27/1925-2014) in 1981 when he was about 666 months old.
Lyme disease was named after the US town Lyme, which ‘accidentally’ was founded around
1666. Neither is it a coincidence that the discovery was made by a Swiss: the 666 Antichrist
was officially born during the 6/1/16 Gotthard tunnel opening ceremony in Switzerland. Her
most important institution is the Swiss CERN with the 666 in the logo.
Actually it is unknown why we need many millions of sperm cells to fertilize one egg. At any rate,
the odds of pregnancy rise dramatically with each additional million of sperm cells until saturation
at 30-40 million, where conception chance is about 20% per month (menstruation cycle). A further
increase beyond saturation at 30-40 million doesn’t help. That’s why the benchmark for full
(=normal) male fertility is 40 million/ ml (top sperm). The 40 is the number of testing & the task of
the woman is to test the man (while the woman is tested by the child). Without doubt, the eunuch
threshold of 9 million fits well, too, because 9=Mars & 9=number of gestation months. We have a
parabolic decline below 40 million/ ml (Link):
1. 9 million/ ml halves the odds.
2. A further halving to 5 million/ ml means the fertility is divided by four.
3. A final halving to 2-3 million/ ml means a conception is as likely as a small lottery win.
In the eunuch bloc (Europe, USrael, Canada, Japan, Australia) the sperm count declines by 2-3
million per year, which means that we cut through all 3 eunuch phases in less than 3 years. So we
are mostly done at the latest in 4 years by 2022… Age plays the key role on the side mother:
normal sperm has odds of 20% per month of impregnating at woman in the 20s, 15% at the age of
40, at 42 only 10% & in the mid-40s the chapter is closed.
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Sure the absolute decline looks terrible (average drops by 2-3 million p.a.), but the relative decline
is even worse. On a relative base, the sperm bear market runs 100-200 (!) times faster than 100
years ago: for centuries the decline was only about 0.1% per year, at present it is 10-20% p.a. –
and still getting steeper each year. Downtrend in terms of the 5 classes of sperm quality:
(1) Into the 1960s still 80-90% of the men boasted top sperm, only 10-20% had to be classified as
sub-fertile. The pyramid prophecies already warned thousands of years ago of a downtrend for
humanity to begin around 1969: ‘flower power’ as a war against men began around 1969 in
San Francisco. This is no surprise at all, because San Francisco, London & Turin form the
triangle of black magic.
(2) In the 1970s & 1980s the share of top-sperm declined only somewhat, but a lot faster since
the end of the 20th century.
(3) In the decade from 2004 on most of the top-sperm disappeared (>40 million/ ml). 3 examples
of sperm banks around the globe:
(a) In the 1990s the seed banks in Israel only had to reject 1/3 of the semen donations, yet
some years ago they had to reject 80-90% (Link). Meanwhile they even talk of closing sperm
banks because men can no longer fulfill strict quality criteria.
(b) In China the share of qualified sperm donors fell from 56% to 18% in the decade through
2013 (+/-2): a crash by 4% p.a. (Link). A rough extrapolation says around 2018-20 China won’t
have *any* good sperm donors left…
(c) In 2013 a Swiss seed bank could not find more than 3 (three!) donors of top sperm (Link).
(4) Subsequently, even the good sperm disappeared globally (sperm count 30-40 million/ ml).
(5) Since lately even mediocre sperm (20-30 million/ ml) is harder & harder to find. In 2014 only
44% of the young Swiss men were barely (!) fertile (Link), taking all parameters into
consideration (number, motility & quality of spermatozoa). The benchmark in this case was 15
million/ ml.
(6) In 2018 we only have a minority of 12-15% with top-sperm (>40 million/ ml): 85-88% are semiof full eunuchs.
(7) In the coming years even the pretty bad, barely fertile sperm will be history (10-20 million/ ml).
(8) In 3-5 years the eunuch bloc will have almost nothing but fake sperm with the ‘fertility’ of milk
from the super-market… The final trigger is the incredible collective stress in the early 2020s, it
has been observed that plain vanilla examination stress is enough to crash the sperm quality
of students (Link).
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The high proportion of foreign kids in the West is only partially the consequence of conscious
decisions by couples against having kids. Instead, it becomes more & more a question of biological
(im-) possibility, which is hardly ever admitted. One reason is of a stochastic nature: when partners
are fertile & sexually active, then the 10-year probability of an unwanted pregnancy is quite high, if
we assume ‘normal’ (= imperfect) contraception. Most contraceptive methods used have a Pearl
index of 9-22, which translates into pregnancy odds of 61-92% within 10 years. Needless to say,
this is only true in the case of real men, whereas in the case of half-eunuchs the ‘unwanted odds’
plunge towards 0-30%. For this reason the number of child murders (so-called ‘abortions’) have
already halved in the eunuch bloc. Note: naturally the producers of contraceptives state the Pearl
index of their product as being too low.

Holy Bible, numerology, astrology
How beautiful you are, my darling! Oh, how beautiful! Your eyes behind your veil are doves. Your
hair is like a flock of goats descending from the hills of Gilead. Your teeth are like a flock of sheep
just shorn, coming up from the washing. Each has its twin; not one of them is alone. Your lips are
like a scarlet ribbon; your mouth is lovely. Your temples behind your veil are like the halves of a
pomegranate. Your neck is like the tower of David, built with courses of stone1; on it hang a
thousand shields, all of them shields of warriors. Your breasts are like two fawns, like twin fawns of
a gazelle that browse among the lilies. (Song of Solomon in the Holy Bible)
It is no surprise that the sperm bear market is strongest in Israel: the Star of David is a 6-sided
figure = Venus. Causal background:
1. First the inbreeding in the past millennia: the puny Y chromosome is only passed through the
male linage & thus degenerates much faster than the other chromosomes.
2. Second, this is caused by circumcision, a satanic ritual to install subtle implants, so that a
parasitic being called Moloch is able to suck out sexual energy. The lying press never talks of
male genital mutilation, but always of female genital mutilation, in spite of the fact that males are
victims of this form of sexual abuse (manipulating the genitals is always a form of sexual
abuse!) 5 times more often than females (every new-born boy in 2 of the 3 Abrahamic religions).
Circumcised men prefer to commit crimes with knives, which is a hidden revenge for their
desecration. Moreover, in Judaism the satanic ritual is done on the 8 th day after birth, which
maximizes the sexual damage. We can’t start the Golden Age before this incredible sexual
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abuse & castration of males stops. In the Gospel of Thomas 53 Jesus Christ also spoke against
circumcision. The ‘God’ of the Old Testament is partly a demonic reptilian entity that sucks the
life energy of humans & animals to survive – hence the animal sacrifices. Without doubt, the
biggest error of the Bible fools is that they don’t realize this BS & don’t dissociate from it. This is
what Jesus Christ said & that’s why he was crucified (John 8-44):
You are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the
beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own, for he is a liar and the father of it.
Exodus 4:24-26 explains the link to circumcision:
And it came to pass, on the way at the inn, that the Lord met him and sought to kill him. Then
Zipporah took a sharp stone and cut off the foreskin of her son, and cast it at his feet and said,
“Surely a bloody husband art thou to me.” So He let him go; then she said, “A bloody husband thou
art, because of the circumcision.”
The sexual astrology & numerology is pretty clear: yang=1/Sun & 9/Mars - yin: 2/Moon & 6/Venus.
There are 6 male signs (Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, and Aquarius) & 6 female signs
(Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn, and Pisces). In his 16 years of research the Slovakian
MD Eugen Jonas found out that the odds of a male conception are about 85% with the moon in a
male sign, with about 80% of a female conception with the moon in a female sign. This only works
with the Western zodiac, not the Eastern (Vedic), which is almost one full sign away.
Understanding these patterns allows bold predictions:
 In the 20th century with the yearly numbers 19xxx (Sun+Mars) the sperm bear market was still
pretty flat.
 In the maximum yang year 1999 we even witnessed the last (small) uptrend in sperm counts
(Link). On 8/11/1999 there was the solar eclipse already mentioned by Nostradamus in the 16th
century: beginning of 40 years of crucifixion for humanity. In the yang years 19xx the yang
essence could keep up, the real crash began with the yin numbers 2xxx.
 The ingress of Pluto in Capricorn into 2008 marked a further acceleration. Reason: the sign of
fertility is Cancer, the Cancer symbol looks like the number 69: union of 6=Venus+9=Mars. So
the opposite sign Capricorn is the sign of infertility.
 Since the ingress of Saturn into Capricorn in late 2017 the eunuch bull market has become
steeper.
 Around 9/9/18 we experience the next escalation: around this date *all* planets are in female
signs (P=0.2%) & heliocentric Chiron enters the Mars sign Aries until 2024, i.e. the male is
wounded.
 On 12/26/19 we have a solar eclipse in Capricorn with Pluto, Saturn, Sun & Mercury in the
same sign: the strongest Capricorn focus in decades suggests the biggest semen crash in
history, reflected by birth statistics 9 months later in fall 2020. In fall 2019 the circumcised will
also start their wars, which will spread quickly towards Europe. In the years 2019-24 all 3 transSaturn planets are in female signs: Uranus in Taurus, Neptune in Pisces, and Pluto in
Capricorn. This aligns with the 42 months when the Antichrist rules as Queen. John 15:5 clearly
states the closer you are to God, the higher fertility:
I am the true vine, and My Father is the husbandman. Every branch in Me that beareth not fruit
He taketh away; and every branch that beareth fruit, He purgeth it, that it may bring forth more
fruit.
 Around the yin maximum 2022 male strength will collapse entirely in the eunuch bloc.
 Around 2025 all 3 trans-Saturn planets enter male signs, so in the second half of the 2020s
male fertility will recover somewhat (while female fertility breaks down). It looks like the dangers
of microwaves will be finally realized after the first death waves & it will be legally prosecuted as
a body injury, so likely all microwave devices are forbidden. Already from 2018 France plans to
ban all microwave WMDs in schools. It can’t be outruled that in the 2020s those who stubbornly
continue to use microwave WMDs will be simply executed, because the prisons are full. Crowd
madness is always going from one extreme to the opposite extreme: at present the cell phone
goddess is still worshipped, but from 2023 on this will change, as the devil loses her power after
5125 years.
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Reasons for the eunuch bull market around 2022
As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons. I sat down
under his shadow with great delight, and his fruit was sweet to my taste. He brought me to the
banqueting house, and his banner over me was love. Stay me with flagons, comfort me with
apples: for I am sick of love. His left hand is under my head, and his right hand doth embrace me. I
charge you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, by the roes, and by the hinds of the field, that ye stir not
up, nor awake my love, till he please. (Song of Solomon in the Holy Bible)
The main reason for the eunuch bull market is the general yin trend, a phenomenon also
demonstrated by many ‚hard‘ parameters. E.g., in the 19th century the German internist Carl
Wunderlich found an average body temperature of 37° C = 98.6° F during his 1 million
measurements (yang=fire/ hot, yin=water/ cold). The 37 is the number of divine (white) light, as at
37° C you are best connected with the divine, which supports health (link). Today’s average in the
eunuch bloc is only 36-36.5° C = 97° F (low body temperature syndrome LBTS), so we approach
the number of the Antichrist (36=6x6°). It is no coincidence that a sperm cell contains slightly more
than 37 MB of information: the divine *white* light should be provided by the *white* semen.
Unfortunately, this happens to a lesser & lesser degree, so the darkness is growing. 8 main
reasons for the yin trend:
1. electrosmog (smart-phone=666 mark of the Beast): Without doubt this is the most important
factor *today*, as electrosmog is extreme yin. First & foremost, the cell phone is the 666 mark of
the Beast (“in their right hand or close to the head/ forehead”). The obligatory cell phone in the
trouser pockets with active mobile data for WhatsApe, Fecesbook… is just perfect for selfcastration.
Apocalypse chapters 13-15 already warned 2000 years ago of the image of the Beast that is
able to talk (=screens with speakers) & will torture humanity 24/7:
They have no rest day or night, who worship the Beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth
the mark of his name.
The Holy Bible also says the worshippers of the Beast will get painful cancer. Today’s 24/7 EMF
terror (cell phone, Wi-Fi, internet of things…) quickly empties the prenatal life-energy (Jing &
kidney essence). The prenatal life energy slowly depletes over a lifetime & you die once it is
empty (or almost). Normally this is an irreversible process, although on the highest levels of
Vortex Healing® we are able to fill up the prenatal energy.
Actually the term ‘electrosmog’ is a euphemism for ray weapons in the ongoing war of machines
against humanity. This war was announced in the 1984 movie Terminator. It is not a
coincidence that Arnold Schwarzenegger was the protagonist: he was born in Austria not far
from the Untersberg Mountain & his father was a high ranking Nazi (Gauleiter). Revelation 9 is
never discussed because the events described are too fantastic. It says that a meteorite impact
causes a deep rift valley & opens the door to underground bases (in 2027-29?). Afterwards
earth is flooded with strange androids (blend of man & machine) which torture humanity 5
months, without killing them though. However, they don’t harm everybody but only the 99.88%
without the seal of God.
Actually the war between those above the surface & thus below has been going on for more
than 38 years. In August 1979 US geologist Phil Schneider (his father was a German submarine
captain) was building underground bases near Dulce, New Mexico, when his team
unintentionally opened up a base of the greys (ETs). The following firefight killed 66 soldiers.
Unfortunately, the ET ray weapons caused Schneider’s cancer in in the 1990s. When feeling his
death was drawing close anyway, Schneider began to tell his story. His whistle-blowing
produced a violent reaction of the illuminati: there were 13 attempts on his life which he only
survived because he was very good with his gun (the last attempt was successful).
2. barcode = 666 sign of the Beast: On every product there is the barcode with the 666, which is
the sign of the Beast mentioned on the Holy Bible. The 6 is the Venus number, so the Venus
overkill kills Mars.
3. addiction: The current cell phone addiction is the biggest addiction epidemic in history. Most
people watch their WMDs hundreds of times a day. Even chain smokers hardly make more than
60-80 cigarettes a day, which is little in comparison. There are 2 biological stress mechanisms:
fight (= yang) or flight (= yin). Hundreds of yin addiction impulses every day weaken the yang a
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

lot, causing a vicious circle. That’s why some therapists like the German theologian Bert
Hellinger (his truth content averages a very high 85%) suggest that addiction therapists should
only be men, because addiction is always a yang lack.
environmental toxins: 99.9% of the hormonally active environmental toxins are estrogen-like &
thus castrate males over the long haul, with the strongest influence comes from the birth control
pill. Pesticides ae very strong killing input (also on sperm), most of all glyphosate. Drug
consumption (= maximum yin) gets out of control in many regions on the planet, especially in
Berlin (Germany), where we find the Pergamon altar of the Antichrist, I recommend you to listen
to the Indian pastor Sundar Selvaraj (Link). The Last Trump was right when he declared a
public health emergency because of the drug epidemic.
wellness religion: The main characteristic of the end times is the dominance of Venus (=number
6), producing social trends like wellness. In the most extreme case *everything* is scarified to
make *me* feel good in this moment. It no longer matters whether it is the truth, whether it is
good for others, whether its serves the highest good, whether it is good for my kids &
grandchildren, whether it is the divine will… This wellness religion is 100% Venus, which kills
Mars.
life style (lack of exercise, too much sitting, overweight): The number of obese is going through
the roof, especially in Donald Duck’s country. This is a double contraception: first visual &
second hormonal (the fatter a man, the lower his testosterone level). Research of the British
neurobiologist John Coates has shown: the higher the testosterone level, the higher the
financial success. To be truly successful men in the financial markets have to distance
themselves fully & completely from this pussycracy. Women-only group are simply without a
chance in performing prepper tasks, which also explains the very low survival rate in the coming
50 years (Link).
nutrition: As everything in life, nutrition has also a polarity.
* yang: meat & fish, alcohol - fresh/ cooked/ roast/ spicy food
* yin: fruits, raw food (smoothies) – refrigerated/ deep-frozen food, bread, soybeans,
convenience/ industrial food, white sugar
You immediately recognize the shift in the past decades in the eunuch bloc towards yin,
especially since generation Y/ millennials (birth years 1987-1999).
spiritual (new age), language (verbal castration), politics (gender fascism) & economy
(socialism)
The new age & healing scene is controlled by the Antichrist, 90-95% of the teachings explicitly
or implicitly claim that acceptance (=Venus) is good, while it is bad to fight (=Mars). So people
are sedated through private (pseudo-) solutions, instead of fighting where fighting is necessary
(=political/ financial/ economic solutions). Most of these methods are encouraged by the
illuminati because they put people to sleep & enslave them. The critical rational mind is
suppressed with nice but nevertheless misleading words: „Don’t give energy to the negative.“
Meanwhile this Luciferian doctrine has become main-stream, so it multiplies the primary poison
(sin) according to Buddhism: ignorance. The elites are more than happy with these new age
teachings: they can do whatever they want - and people simply don’t care.
This scene is 70-90% dominated by women, that’s why Mohammed & other Muslim scholars
prophesized according to the Hadiths 1000+ years ago that most followers of the devil (Dajjal)
will be women, so that men have to lash their wives & daughters. Mohammed initially had a very
high level of consciousness LoC=700 & thus counted as a senior prophet, before he crashed to
below 200 at the age of 38 after an epileptic shock.
Needless to say, the permanent drive against the male principle of fight weakens men
substantially. Outside of the eunuch block there is still so much more respect for the male
qualities, that’s why male fertility is light years better there. Jesus Christ gave us a clear warning
in Matthew 10-34:
Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth! I did not come to bring peace
(=Venus), but a sword (=Mars). For I am come to set a man at variance against his father, and
the daughter against her mother, and the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.
Right is yang, left is yin, both in the body & politics: capitalism=yang, socialism=yin. Politics in
the socialistic bloc is as left as never before, the public sector share in GNP hardly lower than in
the Eastern bloc in the late 1980s before it fell. This extreme leftism in business & politics is a
massive burden for men. Officially the richest person on the planet is Jeff Bezos (1/12/64),
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founder of the biggest online retailer Amazon. Do you think it is a coincidence that the name is
derived from the Amazons: female warriors who allegedly cut off their right breast, so they could
shoot better? According to Herodot the name means the female slaughterer of men. And: the
new Amazon service is called Alexa, which is the female evictor of men. Let’s discuss a few
other brands:
(a) Google is Goog-El, i.e. the connection of Gog (=an evil, Anti-Christ person in the Holy Bible)
& El (=the true God), as in Isra-El, which means the fighter of God. So the name Google implies
that the Antichrist replaces God. The all-knowing Google is of course the physical
implementation of the all-seeing eye in the illuminati pyramid. Gog comes from the land Magog,
which without doubt means Russia: Google is going back to Russian programmers. By the way:
since the 6/8/2014 events we can be 100% sure that the BerGOGlio Pope is the Antichrist, as
the Indian pastor Sundar Selvaraj explains (Link). The Google operating system was called
Android, in order to make the users to androids (blend of man & machine).

(b) The former #1 among search engines Yahoo is also derived from the Holy Bible: Yahu is a
derivative of Yahweh (Link).
(c) IBAN is the European payment standard, which was introduced through SEPA, a strange
abbreviation. Apparently the goal is to bring in the vibration of the octopus (Sepia). In
homeopathy the remedy has symptoms of hatred against men, feminism, castration & eunuchs.
A sepia looks like a sperm cell. Actually the male cuttlefish is castrated during copulation. That’s
why in veterinary medicine sepia is used for problems after castrations. So SEP(I)A contributes
to the ongoing castration.
How often does the average person today think or say the word Amazon or Google? I bet
hundreds or thousands of times. And soon the sheeple will says hundreds or thousands of
times Alexa. The power of a suggestion or a mantra comes from the number of repetitions.
Repeating these words so often creates a very powerful collective suggestion (mantra) to drive
away men & slaughter them, and to replace God by the Antichrist.
Names are of paramount importance for humans, even one’s initials. According to studies (Link)
persons with positively associated initials (H.U.G., L.O.V., G.O.D.) live up to 7 years longer than
those with negatively associated initials (A.S.S., P.I.G., D.I.E.).
Illuminati witch hunts like #metoo are set up for a castration through mass media & many
women join this castration party with lies or ordinary events (“his hand on my leg”), which of
course mocks the true victims.
The lying press as the 4th power takes a silent coup against the separation of power, by levering
out legislature, executive & judiciary. So the lying press introduces its own laws, finds men guilty
(…and only men!) & prosecutes them. The Queen of the hell realms wants to make all men
outlawed, meanwhile even manspreading is criminalized, i.e. when men set with their legs
spread to define their territory. Sweden has become *the* rape paradise on this planet with rape
numbers rocketing by +1500% because of multiculti, even according to the massaged official
numbers. Instead of going to the root of the problem every man is now potentially half in jail
after sexual activities, if the planned law will indeed be adopted. As programmed in 50 Shades
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of Greys you first have to negotiate a long contract: a total passion killer. This is the death of
eroticism as desired by the grey reptilian ETs, because an essential part of healthy & healing
eroticism is the game with tensions (=Pluto, Scorpio): boundaries/ being at the mercy, explicit/
unspoken things, safety/ uncertainty, planning/ surprise, goals/ purposelessness, resistance/
surrender, rules/ break of rules, softness/ ferocity… As the name of the 50 Shades of Grey
protagonist Christian Grey suggests, the greys (=reptilian ETs) are behind BDSM & they try to
make it look Christian.
This Luciferian sexual bureaucracy began with the ingress of Pluto (=sexuality) into Capricorn
(=bureaucracy) in 2008 & thanks to God it ends in 2023 with the transit of Pluto into Aquarius.
Both Capricorn & Aquarius are ruled by Saturn (=Satan) & are most infertile. In 2023-43 with
Pluto in Aquarius the sexual sphere becomes as ‘unconventional’ as never before, because of
the biggest infertility wave in history. In 2043-68 Pluto transits the fertile water sign Pisces (=
sign of Christianity), which marks the beginning of the rulership of Jesus Christ & therefore
fertility *slowly* returns.
The lying press always talks of sexual abuse (mostly done by males), yet it refuses to discuss
emotional abuse (mostly done by females). And of course, it never tells us that 99-99.5% of all
murders are committed by women (abortions). Instead the lying press claims that murder is no
murder when it happens in the womb. All that information must be suppressed as it would
destroy the fascist NWO narrative of the female übermensch.

Female infertility until 2067-69
If you don’t survive, then I will never be born. (Terminator, 1984)
The yin will harvest the karma for the destruction of the yang with a delay, because the yang has a
fast reaction, the yin a slow reaction. According to a 2001 study by the Austrian MDs Prof.
Mehrdad Davoudi, Clemens Brössner & Walter Kuber (published in the Journal für Urologie und
Urogynäkologie 3/2002) at the Oberwart hospital cell phone usage impairs sperm quality within
*days*. A meta-analysis of 12 studies published in 2017 by Kaijun Liu (Wuhan, China) confirmed
these findings. We will face 5 major challenges in the coming decades, 4 mostly female tests after
the male test of providing good enough sperm:
1. Even if a conception could be achieved with great difficulty, then pregnancy must be completed
successfully. According to a recent study of the Kaiser Foundation a higher than average
microwave exposure doubles or triples the risk of a miscarriage to 24-25% (Link). In the 2020s
& 2030s death rays, collective stress & the return in Nibiru translate into 80-99% spontaneous
abortions in the eunuch bloc (less in the rest of the world). The Kolbrin bible states that ahead of
the last Nibiru return almost 3600 years ago all pregnant women lost their babies. A similar
warning can be found in Matthew 24-19.
2. Of the few children to be born, not many will be healthy, i.e. most will be disabled or unviable
because of the DNA microwaves damage. The male sperm reacts a lot faster than the female
eggs to death rays, although in return they are (…theoretically!) able to regenerate much faster.
The female microwave sterilization comes out slowly after decades, but is rather irreversible.
Note that the female eggs are formed 15-45 years before their usage: when the mother was still
a fetus in the womb of her mother. Even worse, the microwave damage already begins with the
eggs in the ovaries in the mother long before conception, so the lead time between the negative
wireless impact & the damage becoming visible amounts to 30-60 years. That’s why the full
extent of the damage already created by *today* will not be seen before 2067-69…
The female eggs are 10 times more susceptible to radiation injuries than the rest of the DNA,
according to the British physicist Barrie Trower, microwave specialist for the army & the secret
services from 1960. According to Trower the frequency of the Antichrist 6.66 Hertz creates
sexual aggression (Link).
3. And even children being born healthy won’t mean much in the coming 25 years. As in the
previous millennia, the death rate in the first life year will again be very high.
4. And even of those who survive their first year not too many will reach adulthood. The Mongolian
prophecy from the year 1890 was published by Ferdinand Ossendowski in 1921. Almost a
century ago it predicted global cannibalism for the 6+6+6 years 2020-38. Thus Ossendowski
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provided a timeline for the Biblical cannibalism prophecy (Link). The Indian guru Amma is an
avatar of the divine mother, in 2016 she predicted a huge solar eruption for 2021 & added that
one should no longer have children, because parents would eat their children & vice versa. A
Columbian woman who was present during this speech said everybody in the room was
shocked by her statement. I have been with Amma since 2007, others for decades, but she has
never said anything like that before. Her warning even contains a rough timing hint: I suppose
the minimum age for independent cannibalism is 10-12 years. In 2016 Amma talked for children
who were not conceived yet, so her cannibalism prophecy can’t come true before the late
2020s/ early 2030s.
Normally people would rather choose to starve to death instead of eating their parents or kids.
However, the food mafia is doing everything possible to make cannibals out of us, e.g. through
artificial flavor enhancer HEK293, produced on the basis of cloned kidney cells from aborted
fetuses (Link). Cannibalism food is found in many global brands (Pepsi, Nestlé, Kraft…), as well
as in vaccinations & other products of the pharma mafia. The cannibalism of the 2020s & 2030s
is an expression of Matthew 24/ 21-22:
For then there will be great distress, unequaled from the beginning of the world until now—and
never to be equaled again. If those days had not been cut short, no one would survive, but for the
sake of the elect those days will be shortened.
So who are the elect = chosen ones who guarantee the continual existence of humanity? Matthew
22-14 suggests their number will be small: “For many are called, but few are chosen.” According to
quotation #23 from the Gospel of Thomas (discovered in Nag Hammadi, Egypt, in December 1945)
the elect make up 0.12% of mankind (= level of consciousness LoC at least in the mid-500):
I will choose you: 1 from 1,000 and 2 from 10,000. And they will stand as a single one.
Moreover, the chosen ones are associated with God’s chosen people (alpha people): Jews have
this role in the Dark Age in the 5125 years to 2023, in the following nearly 1000 years Germans will
have this role, as already announced by Jesus Christ as he talked to German soldiers. This
shortening period has already been prepared since 12/18/17 with the new Austrian chancellor
Sebastian Kurz (8/27/86): his name Kurz means ‘short’ He is the only head of government on the
planet who works in a pentagram. Note that a pentagram is also called pentalpha, as it is formed
by 5 alphas (“A”), a link to the alpha people. The role of the Temple Mount in the Dark Age will be
replaced by the Untersberg Mountain (at the German-Austrian border) in the coming Golden Age.

Forecasts
My people are destroyed from lack of knowledge. (Hosea 4:6)
It goes without saying that the consequences of the biggest eunuch trend in history are stunning.
Here are some examples:
 political: The import of rapugees into the eunuch bloc is almost exclusively driven by women,
although the true (biological!) reason is never understood. The female body intelligence has
realized for a long time (unconsciously) that the XY faction only delivers junk sperm & so
women import better quality from abroad. Outside of the eunuch bloc the crash of male fertility
will occur 5-10 years later & weaker. The by far most important target of evolution is always the
survival of the race, even if it means individual suffering (=rapugees). Almost always the
evolution theory is misunderstood by claiming that it is centered on individual survival, however,
nothing could be further from truth. It is biologically inevitable (!) that Western women will more
& more suck in young potent foreigners who still have balls, because the autochthonous soy
wimps will go to the dogs. Finally, the donkey brothels for the poorest men in the Middle East
will close.
 financial (real estate): The coming 1-2 generations population gap of (by 80-99%) is one of the
dozens of reasons for the inflation-adjusted real estate bear market until approximately 2088.
This forecast is safer than any other, because it is not based on ‘butterfly’ social/ economic/
psychological factors but on concrete biological reasoning. The only question is whether one or
two generations will be wiped out, at present I can’t provide a conclusive statement. If at all,
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manipulation may change the timing somewhat, the rest is carved in stone. Many prophecies
(e.g. Nostradamus, Mühlhiasl, Sibylle Michalda, Stormberger, Spielbähn, birch tree song) say
that most houses will become totally overgrown because of the lack of residents. Some of these
prophets correctly foresaw sky-scrapers centuries ago, which where unthinkable at this time.
 economic (pension system): The first question arising as we face 1-2 missing generations is of
course who will pay the pensions… For 5000 years global society has worked on the principle
of the inter-generational contract (the young pay for the old), which no longer works – a social
earthquake. The solution for the pension problem are the 3 major waves of extinction through
2049:
(1) According to Revelation 9-18, WW3 will kill about 33% (1/3) of humanity (in the period 201938).
(2) Sometime during the war between Christians & Muslims an epidemic will cause an even
bigger death toll of 70-75% of humanity (quote from Nostradamus’ letter: ‚more than 2 of 3‘).
This set-up resembles WW1, afterwards the Spanish Flu killed some 5% of world population,
more than WW1 itself.
(3) The third & final, smaller wave of extinction comes in 2047-49, mainly because of earth
changes, Nibiru’s last unsporting retaliation.
Apart from these 3 major purifications there *might* still be a (hard to estimate) number of
smaller purifications with less than 10% death rate. Over 2000 years (into the 17th century)
world population amounted to 150-500 million: bubbles always return to the starting point after
they burst, which will be the case, too, with today’s population bubble.
 economic (job market): The children disappearing in the 2020s (mostly) will of course erase
entire occupational groups, while others boom. 2 boom sectors:
(a) gravedigger: Bad sperm quality is highly significant leading indicator for mortality, in the
2020s & 2030s males will drop like flies. Thus the gravedigger looks like the profession with the
best future prospects, at least for a limited time - before in the 2030s mass graves will be the
latest craze. Some insider sources from the Amanita network independently confirm that since
early 2017 Central European death rates have exploded by hundreds of percentage points
(should not be much different in the rest of the eunuch bloc).
(b) male prostitution: In Isaiah 4:1 we read that shortly before the return of Jesus Christ seven
women will chase after one man or his sperm. Prostitution of men with top sperm (as
demonstrated by their spermiogram) will be *the* boom sector in the 2020s & 2030s. Already in
2013, up to 3000 (!) Swiss francs were paid for one semen donation (Link). Eventually the
sperm wage could rise 5-10fold into the all-time high in the 2030s. So the few with top sperm
could earn monthly or even annual (!) earnings by masturbating once…
This reminds us of the Biblical story of Lot, who escaped Sodom just in time with his wife & his
two daughters, because he was warned in advance by God of the coming destruction of
Sodom. However, after Sodom’s annihilation Lot was the only man far & wide, so one evening
his daughters made him drunk to steal his sperm.
Artificial insemination in the lab will hardly play from the early/ mid-2020s on, for at least 8
reasons:
(1) Because the success rates implode.
(2) Because the medical system will work at >200% of the capacity & is more than overloaded.
(3) Because there are not enough resources for a large number of inseminations.
(4) Because the costs (several thousands of euros or dollars) are too high, also because of the
coming mother of all financial crises.
(5) Because in vitro fertilizations are mostly with the semen of the partner, which will no longer
work out, apart from few cases.
(6) Because the confidence into the existing medical system falters completely.
(7) Because the power supply will become very unstable in the 2020s, one short power
interruption is enough for the sperm to defrost & render it fish food.
(8) It won’t work at all in the areas occupied by the Islamic troops (e.g. Southern Europe up to
the line Switzerland-Hungary).
Instead, the ‘natural method’ will boom, because both semen quality & the number of (potent)
men implodes. Note the difference between the generations:
* Generation X: This sweat-inducing job will be mostly done by mature men of the birth years
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1965-86. They are the chosen ones. X stands for the cross=Christianity & X is the 24th letter, the
24 represents heaven & glory. Therefore Christmas is in the night of the 24th.
* Generation Y (birth years 1987-1999) might help generation X a little bit.
* Generation Z of the birth years 2000-12 are the first digital natives, which means they got too
many death rays, vaccinations & chemtrails during their early childhood - so hardly any of them
will remain fertile. Their cardinal sign is a false lightness (lack of grounding), as the Australian
pastor Steve Cioccolanti explains (Link).
* Generation E (E as eunuch/ electrosmog/ end times/ energy saving bulbs/ epidemics/ exitus)
of the birth years 2012-24 is the first one where so many fail to reach sexual maturity, with their
focus on pure survival.
 spiritual (life plan/ task): Several years ago a psychotherapist & his wife consulted me. The
psychotherapist somehow looked completely powerless. I had the spontaneous intuition to ask
via muscle-test how much on a scale 0-100% he has fulfilled his life task. The value we got was
very low (it’s best to have 90-100%). Further muscle-testing revealed he had made a false life
decision at the age of 33. When asking him about this age he said that aged 33 he went to India
to see a guru for a year – but his life plan instead wanted to have a child during this year. His
wife immediately remarked, „I have always told you that.“
The most problematic issue with the life plan is that false decisions are often irreversible once
the window for the planned event closes. According to the unified field theory of the German
physicist Burkhard Heim the life plan is created in the 11 th dimension = divine will, also called
God’s unfathomable will in Medieval theology (which was a lot closer to truth than today’s
Luciferian wellness gospel). Free human will is located in X9 (9=Mars=will, decisions), so it only
act within the frame set by divine will in the X11. The popular theories on free will have got more
to do with the ego’s delusion of grandeur than with reality. Still, we are lucky we have free will
on this prison planet: this is rare in this universe, as it requires access to the 9 th dimension X9.
Those 80% of the world population with a level of consciousness LoC>200 do *not* have a free
will, they don’t have enough individuality but an excess of tribal consciousness. There are 3
main sources of conditioning & suffering: biographic, karmic & genetic-systemic. This is already
discussed in the Holy Bible in the case of a man who was born blind, so that biographic sin can’t
be accounted for. John 9/ 2-4 names divine will (X11) as the root of the suffering, where
personal will (X9) can’t change anything:
His disciples asked him, “Rabbi, who sinned, this man [=karmic] or his parents [=geneticsystemic], that he was born blind?” “Neither this man nor his parents sinned,” said Jesus, “but
this happened so that the works of God might be displayed in him.
To have or have not kids is one of the key cornerstones of one’s life task. Very grave
consequences are inevitable when due to the wireless self-castration the predetermined life
plan can *not* fulfilled. As long as you are in the life plan (at least 90-95%) you get power,
protection, guidance, blessings & help (except if the life plan says you don’t get it). Not following
the life-plan means these resources are withdrawn, which makes you a „dead (wo)man walking“
– which is also the spiritual background of the coming extinction wave. What happens in
organizations when employees don’t do what they were hired for? They are fired, e.g. when a
hairdresser says, „I won’t touch scissors because I don’t want to cut myself.“ If people at least
half-fulfill their job description they might be dragged along for some time during good times –
but they are the first to be dismissed when the organization gets into trouble. The Sufi master
Rumi said it’s totally ok when you only remember your life task & forget everything else. In
contrast, when you forget your life task & remember everything then you have done nothing in
your life. The Matrix says, “It is purpose that created us, purpose that connects us, purpose that
pulls us, that guides us, that drives us; it is purpose that defines, purpose that binds us.“
 genetic-spiritual: From the (late?) 2020s on fertility is mostly determined by the level of
consciousness on the scale (LoC) devised by David Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D. It needs an open
heart (LoC 500+) to remain fertile, only then the divine light (=yang) & love (=yin) can be
received & passed on. A sperm cell contains a little bit over 37 MB of information: 37 is the
number of divine white light, which is represented by the *white* semen. This process is part of
the genetic-spiritual purification of humanity, as a preparation for the beginning of the 1000-year
reign of Jesus Christ (chiliasm). The boss simply has to clear out the Augean stables,
everything else doesn’t work. More than 2000 years ago the avatar Jesus Christ was procreated
by the divine in order to manifest the highest being on this prison planet. Soon afterwards the
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male offspring were killed. Both events repeat in principle, although on a much larger scale:
(1) ‘unconventional’ conceptions
(2) mass mortality of (young) males
I suppose that the gender ratio of the victims in the coming dying waves is far from 50:50, more
towards 70:30 or so. The number of testing is 4 & therefore of Christianity (cross), which
translates into a quartering of the souls during the coming population:
(1) The black & illegal souls (‘coal’) are inhaled by God.
(2) The dark souls are not allowed to incarnate for almost a millennium, while they sizzle in the
lake of fire like a Viennese schnitzel – but without ketchup!
(3) The normal souls have to go through a soul review = soul cleansing before they are able to
continue on their incarnational path. Otherwise their system would be too dense. In 2015 we
discovered a method in the Amanita network to trigger a soul review in a person from outside:
but we were shocked about the number of deaths afterwards!
(4) The very old souls (<1% ‚diamonds‘) end their chain of incarnations during this ‚exit window‘
every 13,000 years (Galactic precession cycle).

Personal consequences & protection
What I am can’t die, because it was never born. (Ramana Maharshi)
Needless to say, all of the above is a huge factor in one’s individual life planning when you are
under 40, for men possibly up to the age of 50-60. Both in the years 1900 & 2000 the odds of a
pregnancy of a fertile & sexually active couple in the best age (20-40) was 80-90% within a year.
The reason for this consistently high chance was that in spite of the drop of sperm intensity very
few men fell below the critical threshold value. However, in the past decade this has changed in
the eunuch bloc (Europe, USrael, Canada, Australia, and Japan). However, as of 2018 the odds of
a pregnancy within a year should only be 30-50% (for the autochthon population), with a
continuation of the super crash by 7-10% p.a. in the coming years.
This means that in some (several?) years it will become very difficult or almost impossible to have
children in the old-fashioned way (for the autochthon population), because of the very successful
wireless contraception. That’s why the German-US top MD Dietrich Klinghardt already suggested
in 2014 to freeze one’s germ cells (sperm+eggs). However, this option only works for 5-10 years.
Cryoconservation (freeze in liquid nitrogen at -196° C) only costs about EUR or USD 300-400 per
year, which could turn out as a top investment… If there is a wish for children, one should act one
way or another fairly quickly (within 1-3 years). 6 suggestions to retain fertility:
1. electrosmog protection: the by far most important practical measure, discussed since 2009 in
great detail (https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog)
2. raising one’s consciousness level on the Hawkins: The by far most important on a spiritual level,
but also most difficult. Ideally one should be among the 0.12% chosen ones. These 0.12% at
least to some degree implement the surrender to divine will (LoC>555): “Thy will be done.” In
the high 500s the siddhis (paranormal phenomena) begin & the normal biological laws can be
transcended to some degree. This is necessary, because in 5-10 years a pregnancy might be
considered almost a supernatural miracle (in the eunuch bloc). The average rise of the level of
consciousness is only 5 points per incarnation, mainly because of the lack of understanding &
effort (‚no pain, no gain‘) to accomplish the underlying goal. According to David Hawkins about
50% of the highly motivated & go-getting spiritual seekers eventually reach unconditional love
(LoC=540).
3. tantra: Tantra exercises help, also because a lot depends on the kundalini. In Vortex Healing®
(=Merlin lineage) we have a special transmission to clear the kundalini channel, which takes 1015 hours though. One of the most basic tantra techniques for a man is to separate ejaculation
from orgasm, as practiced until the time of Atlantis. A man can’t remain in his power without
ejaculation control, so he becomes a slave of the woman - which opens the door to abuse,
homo-sexuality & other karmic traps. A man in his power is immune against these seductions.
It is unthinkable to enter the Golden Age without ejaculation control, as this is part of the divine
order & the border line to separate us from the Beast (=666). The Dark Age became darker &
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darker because of sexual analphabetism. Ejaculation control not only conserves life energy but
it also allows endless multi-orgasms. In the divine order the orgasmic energy first completely fills
out the physical body, then the emotional body, mental body, soul body, and finally higher &
higher spiritual bodies. The only problematic issue might be the ‘blue balls’ when too much
sexual energy has backed up (although few men are able to build so much energy).

Sperm density already takes longer than a week during normal times for saturation. However,
later in the end times the ‘reloading’ might take a month or longer. Men should rather spare their
delicious protein shake & not blow it pointlessly. Moreover, dark entities are keen on sucking the
free life energy when it’s not ‘used’.
4. diet: Without a food supplement it’s hard to get along in the end times, with food goodness
imploding & our needs exploding. A key role in this context is zinc with folic acid B9 (Link) &
omega-3 fatty acids. The latter tripled the sperm count in animal experiments (Link).
Numerologically all 3 key nutrients are interesting, as they are connected with the 3 (1=father,
2=mother, 3=child): omega-3, zinc (ordinal number 30), the 9 of B9 is 3x3=9=Mars.
5. life style: A healthy lifestyle with enough exercise & sleep helps.
6. timing: The mainstream theories on how to maximize the odds of conception are insufficient or
even misleading. In 1956 the MD Eugen Jonas found out (during his 16 years of research) that
80% of the conceptions are in the 4 days before the synodic lunation of the woman
(spontaneous ovulations). Only 20% are in the middle of the biological cycle, which means that
astrology is 4x stronger than biology. The synodic lunation occurs every 29.53 days, when the
angle of sun & moon are the same as at the birth of the woman. Example: if a woman was born
on the day of the new moon, then she is always most fertile on the new moon day & the 3 days
before. This is not new knowledge but Jonas found hints in old Assyrian & Babylonian texts.

